BLACK AND BLUE: UNDERSTANDING INTIMATE PARTNER VIOLENCE IN BLACK COMMUNITIES

A ZOOM CHAT WITH CHARNELL COVERT

Charnell Covert is a proud native Baltimorean who is the community educator for one of the nation’s oldest and most respected intimate partner violence centers, the House of Ruth Maryland. She is also a professor in the Women and Gender Studies department, an artist, community organizer, spiritual leader, and podcast host. She is passionate about providing safe healing spaces for Black women, girls, femmes, and queer folks through art and advocacy and ending Intimate Partner Violence and sexual assault.

FEBRUARY 24TH, 5:00PM - 6:30PM

JOIN ZOOM MEETING
HTTPS://TOWSON-EDU.ZOOM.US/J/94337100038?
PWD=Y3RiCLVNDRLRMIWODRJDV5TZYUY09
MEETING ID: 943 3710 0038
PASSCODE: 51880554